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ABSTRACT 
The Stennis Space Center has been at the forefront of development and application of exhaust plume spec- 
troscopy to rocket engine health monitoring since 1989. Various spectroscopic techniques, such as emission, 
absorption, FTIR, LIF, and CARS, have been considered for application at the engine test stands. By far the 
most successful technology h a  been exhaust plume emission spectroscopy. In particular, its application to 
the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SShfE) ground test health monitoring has been invaluable in various engine 
testing and development activities at SSC since 1989. On several occasions, plume diagnostic methods have 
successfully detected a problem with one or more components of an engine long before any other sensor 
indicated a problem. More often, they provide corroboration for a failure mode, if any occurred during an 
engine test. 
This paper gives a brief overview of our instrumentation and computational systems for rocket engine plume 
diagnostics at SSC. Some examples of successful application of exhaust plume spectroscopy (emission as well 
as absorption) to the SSME testing are presented. Our on-going plume diagnostics technology development 
projects and future requirements are discussed. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The John C. Stennis Space Center (SSC) is NASA's designated Center of Excellence for large propulsion 
system testing. SSC has long been an advocate and the leader in rocket engine exhaust plume diagnostics 
for mhicle health managcixcfit (VH?,f) in propulsion grouzd testing. The main ohjectiv~s of t h e  rocket 
exhaust plume diagnostics program are to enhance test operation efficiency and to provide for safe cutoff of 
rocket engines prior to incipient failure; thereby avoiding the potential destruction of a multimillion dollar 
engine and test complex. and preventing delays to a national priority space program. On several occasions, 
plume diagnostics has detected problems with one or more SShfE components long before the traditional 
hlore often, it provides corroboration for a failure mode, if any occurred during an engine 
Although we have considered ar~d evaluaied i i iaii~ exhaust plume spectroscopic technologics such as laser- 
induced fluorescen~e.'~~ coherent anti-stokes Raman s p e c t r o s ~ o ~ ) - . ~  and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) 
spectroscopy10 for application to the rocket eilgine testing, most of our efforts and successful results come 
from the space shuttle main engine (SShlE) exhaust plume emission spectroscopy.1p6 The SSlZlE is tested 
at SSC for impro\~ement. development and flight certification. Because of the presence of high temperature 
regions in the SSA'IE exhaust plume for the engine testing perfornled at the ambient-pressure test stands. 
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